
#5 PANTHERA; 8/27/2023 - Interspecies Roundtable

Interspecies Roundtable:

● Panthera Expert Guest Wynter Worsthome:
○ Lion Cloth is was gifted is always with her in ceremonies of any kind

■ He’s even been in South African parliament for them to be able to have a
seat at the table

○ Lions drew me into this work - grew up fascinated with them
○ We lived in Johannesburg - an hours drive from the Lion Park - I just wanted to

be with Lions
○ Whenever big stuff was up the lions would come to me in my dreams and I’d

always feel safe
○ Grew up saying I wanted to work with lions - mother didn’t think it would happen

and I believed her for a while, so instead of zoology, veterinary school, I studied
art - but the Lions kept calling to me (mom encouraged animal loving side of me)

○ In my late 20’s I started my journey of animal communication (mentored by
Kinkaid)

○ Read Linda Tucker’s book - Mystery of the White Lions and touched something in
me - I’d never known anything about them until then

■ Saw lions afterwards - I did a communication between them
■ Emailed her about it, not knowing how she would respond
■ Met her a few months later (2002) with an infamous conservationist
■ In year of 2000, Linda was trying to get the Lioness Lara (born on

Christmas Day in Bethlehem) to freedom.
○ We started working together - she had gone on to create White Lion Protection

Trust, got Lara out of the zoo into the heartlands into the Timbavati Area (only
place white lions are naturally - translates to place where Star Lions came from)
and her book goes into this and the sacred science of it all

■ White Lions seen as sacred messengers from God by indigenous people
of the area - also known as the Star Lions

○ White lions live with goldens as well
■ Lone White Lioness hunting, leaving food, and calling in rest of the pride

to eat
● Atypical - usually she eats first

■ Different energy with them in the field - bit more communal
○ White Lion Project - started with privately protected pieces of land not within

Timbavati because couldn’t protect those pieces
■ Working to get the hunting laws changed - parliamentary work
■ From Lara and 3 children, prides have expanded

○ Mandla White Male Lion was rescued from captive breeding industry - was a stud
- industry breeds lions to hunt

■ He had never been able to spend time with mate or babies



■ Introduced to Lara’s daughter Zyra and had a family together
■ They had both been born in captivity but children were wild and they live

as wild lions
■ Even though they were both hand reared - she taught herself and then

her cubs how to hunt
■ The man who raised Mandla went to visit him - and he wouldn’t greet him
■ I shared a bond with Mandla and it felt like he was my father - he left his

body at 20 yo - and he is still there giving guidance to all of his followers -
he comes to so many in meditations and dreams

■ In communication I would connect with him both physically and astrally -
when he would give important messages to humanity

● He gave a date 3/8 Pope St Francis became the pope - only pope
in history of Catholicism who has spoken for nature and for the
animals

● Gave me a message about finding balance - making sure that the
joy is there because in nature there is always joy whether it’s bees
pollinating. So when the heavy comes in, find and remember the
joy in your life and that will give you the strength

● Bring ourselves back into a-lion-ment!
● Lions represent the Sun

○ Scientific side and Spiritual side
■ For me it is somewhere in between that because you have these

incredible beings who when you connect with the you get spiritual
downloads but they are also very physical and hunting, eating, fighting,
mating, just like we are and do.

■ Seeing them both as incredibly wise beings and also part of our world and
part of us rather than separate from us

○ Global White Lion Protection Trust
■ Brings the sacred into science
■ Reintroduction of White Lions - not just to breed, it’s about bringing

genetics back into balance b/c they were removed from the wild by
humans thinking they wouldn’t survive and b/c they were beautiful and
unique they wanted to breed and make money from them

■ White Lions are just as skilled at surviving in the wild if not more skilled
■ It’s an interesting thing to think about color between white and tawny lions

especially in South Africa and apartheid
○ I’ve always felt our domestic cats connect us to the wild!
○ I would bring folks to the Trust to teach animal communication but then when

COVID hit I received guidance how to continue this and we started the Star Line
Journeys, and did this virtually

■ We took you in as though you were there
■ The HEART pride is a gathering and now membership program to be

financially and energetically supportive to the Trust and it’s doing really
well (Kristen can include in a follow up email)



Biological Facts
● Panthera - Roaring Cats - due to a special bone in the larynx covered with a band

○ Snow leopards are the only who can’t roar
● Litters are usually 2-4 cubs - mature and leave at age 2 - but can and do return as

necessary and we share meals with them
● Leopards - common for daughters to inherit territory
● SO many sounds - purring, roaring, leopards even meow!
● We mostly hunt for ourselves but may scavenge sometimes
● Tiger - Panthera Tigress

○ Our stripes are unique but our faces are common - coats help camouflage us as
prey can’t see red so we appear as green

○ Only successful with 10% of hunting attempts - we offer balance to our
environments

○ We are the biggest cats - females up to 167 kg
○ Bengal and Siberian are largest - Sumeran smaller
○ Territories Eurasian - numbers have declined 93% recent century
○ We know each other very well and will watch each others babies
○ To humans our wet marking smell like popcorn!
○ Stamina isn’t our forte and we rest for energy
○ We hold grudges and will retaliate when life is threatened
○ Sumatran tiger stalked and ate hunter who tried to shoot him - Russian ppl know

and understand us and stood up for us
○ Many humans don’t understand us
○ For every time you see a Tiger, they have seen you already 10 times

● Lion
○ Panthera Leo
○ Luscious manes - light yellow to black that covers most of upper area and is fully

formed by age of 4
○ Females hunt together and males sometimes help with big prey - although our

role is to defend territory against other males
○ Hunt Zebra, Water Buffalo, native deer species, antelope
○ Will kill other predators if competition for food is steep, but typically won’t eat

them
○ Females up to 143 kg
○ African ones are larger, Indian cousins are a bit smaller (Asiatic lions, not a lot of

us)
○ Females are backbone of our prides - they have and feed and raise babies

together
○ Inactive for 20 hours a day - other than late at night
○ Hunt at dawn and are sprinters so not tons of stamina
○ Can walk very far
○ Hippos and pythons can pose threat to babies



○ Observant, playful, bold, and true team players with loving and fierce hearts
● Panthera Onca - Jaguars

○ 3rd largest cats on the planet - only ones to live in the Americas
○ Evil kills with one leap! Translation
○ Southern America mostly, Florida, numbers declined dramatically due to habitat

loss and poaching
○ Pale yellow to tan color - all black coats due to Melanism
○ Robust with strong muscular bodies, legs, muscles
○ Sizes increase from North to South - biggest in Venezuela
○ How we kill prey is unusual - we target the skull of our prey directly and pierce it

to deliver fatal bite to the brain - we are ambush hunters and are revered for this
○ Prefer to hunt in darkness - favoriate prey capaybara, giant anteaters, deer,

caiman, fish, prefer mammalian pretty
○ Swamps for habitat - love hunting and playing in the water - we can swim from

mainland to island shores
○ Solitary cats - but some form coalitions and share prey and mates with each

other - social too and stay in touch with each other and would rather avoid a fight
○ We are loving and nurturing toward our own - in ways mankind has yet to

understand
● Panthera Leopards

○ Females up to 43 kilos
○ Spots and rosettes
○ Our long tails help us keep balance in trees we like to hunt from above
○ Favorite prey antelope, smaller carnivores, jackals too, even cheetahs

sometimes but mostly the cubs
○ A lot of kills get stolen so we need to develop stealth and swiftness especially

with baboon and hyena
○ We kill by suffocation typically
○ We do prey on livestock
○ African into Asia with population biggest in sub-Sahara Africa
○ Mostly solitary hunters we do keep in touch with each other
○ We share prey with adult cubs, not as solitary as humans think we are
○ We do need a good half mile to ourselves but rarely engage with aggressive

behavior with one another
○ We do need to establish boundaries
○ Spirit Black Leopard that lived with humans in circus before coming to the

sanctuary - concerned about 2 cubs in the circus - eventually reunited and lived
together. Spirit died at 21 yo

○ High energetic eruptions and curious to a fault - with caution and a
levelheadedness - we are excellent jumpers at can jump 10 feet and leap 20 feet
across

○ We don’t enjoy water, we walk our territories, lounging on tree friends, grooming
regularly

○ Masters of stealth with childlike hearts and respectful coexistence



● Snow Leopard
○ Smallest in Genus Panthera
○ Stalky and short legged
○ Up to 35 kg for females
○ Different from others in genus - short muscles, elevated foreheads, long necks
○ Thicker fur - use tail as blanket to protect face from cold while sleeping
○ Small ears prevents heat loss
○ Siberian mountains into Central Asia and East Afghanistan, Himalayas, Tibet
○ We usually live above the tree lines and prefer Rocky terrain
○ Can traverse deep snow - cover use terrain as solitary animals and prey is

spread out - we don’t often meet in person other than to mate
○ Sheep, goats, Ibex, deer, small rodent folks - make up diet depending on the

region
○ Can live on a blue sheep for 2 weeks - in mating season we hunt together and

we eat a significant amount of vegetation
○ Give birth in dens - and typically leave once we mature but will stay in close

proximity for first few weeks and can return during first few months
○ Widely hunted for skin/bones/fur - hard to avoid conflict with humans
○ We are docile and uninterested in human contact
○ We teach patience and perseverance and want to be seen for who and what we

are vs what we represent to folks
■ They are currently being depicted as an emblem while also being hunted

down
● Kristen:

○ Fascinating how Sumatra has similar things to the Galapagos
○ Curious how Jaguar is the only one in N & S America - fascinating

● CNS:
○ Word for Tiger was respect
○ There are more tigers in captivity than there are in the wild and they are kept as

pets even though they are wild
○ Tiger farms like lion farms to exploit them for their bones used as medicine
○ Snow Leopard came through with a word and shared tenacity

● Rebekka reflections
○ Overwhelmed at one point in how to convey and participate and Tiger came in

and said yes, do it like this, use our voices! And for me it brought the fun back
and it was interesting to see how different their energies are and how different
they speak to you

■ Leopard more high energy and had a sense of pride
■ Snow Leopards were soft spoken and reserved, and felt some pain they

shared

PANTHERA direct conversation & channeling
● Tiger



○ Walking in through the door, sauntering, sizing us up
○ Can help us to cut through energies
○ Expanding our ideas of worth, worthwhileness, self perception, relationship to

other people and ideas
○ Refinement and permission to be
○ Start by being ourselves first - only splash about in the water if you are planning

on having fun
○ Decrease our unnecessary resistance
○ Strength training and activity and exercising every day is important - also fresh air

and taking in sensory aspects of life - I feel Tiger as a coming together and
flooding the space presence

○ Tiger also scooting us in closer together - strengthen our communities - capitalize
on resources and strength among us. Today as amazing evidence of that.

○ It’s time to collect us up
○ Assertive, setting boundaries, nourishing and nurturing
○ Breathe in life, color, vibrancy
○ Feel some bee energy
○ Stripes, rippling sensuality

● Lion
○ Gatekeeper, holding a profound crown energy
○ If Tiger is cool guy lurking around, lion is the emblematic of energy, meaning a lot

of different things to a lot of different people - holding hearts of the earth
○ Christ-like Asland energy - unconditional love of that
○ Feel overarching paternal Leo energy
○ Filling in areas we weren’t supported in the ways that we needed
○ Our own unwillingness to be undomesticated - you listening to the nudges of your

heart is a wild act
○ Bio-accumulating wild acts that you can string together to put pieces back

together
○ Wildness is order, intuition, balance - may we find relationship to balance that is

not as scary as we imagine it to be. Balance and wildness for us is different than
it is for lions

○ Be the Lions Heart that you are - refusing to be domesticated
○ How we put ourselves in captivity
○ Lionesses - strong, feminine, collective. Lifting each other up - supporting each

other. The power of love in all decisions and actions.
○ Lionesses connecting us to the constellations giving us sapphire and gold
○ How to fill your head with heart

● Jaguar
○ Feel a lot of kinship between Tiger and Jaguar and the way they move - a single

one showing up to be a guide and how frequently they are there with us doing the
work

○ The idea of separate is the illusion - it’s the food you have been fed that you
never needed



○ Him and Tiger work together a lot - the cat dads coming in
○ Helping us see beyond - in certain reflections even if I’m black you can see my

spots - demystifying, reconceptualizing especially in relation to transition and
death. Critically in need of a reconception

○ I’ll take it to the chopping block - I’m okay with cutting those ideas in half and
being more assertive about those things

○ You don’t have to placate someone’s notions too much - if you present the idea
authentically it touches and connects to their hearts

■ Don’t have to kid glove anything too much - stay in authenticity
○ You are safe and protected in these missions
○ See and feel purpose and where we derive purpose from
○ Helps us see in the dark
○ Red with many cameras can’t be captured
○ Understanding your unique lens
○ Mystery, allowing, unfolding, bringing forth from the void, raw(r) energy, creation,

rebirth
○ Digesting that which needs digesting
○ Powers to navigate the shadowy realm
○ Integrating feline wisdom into socialized spaces
○ Impact and reach they have for folks in North America, especially those trying to

deepen on spiritual path
● Leopard

○ How uniquely they feel groomed and inspired by their landscape
○ Being a product of our ecosystems
○ Leopard as example of adaptation and evolution
○ Leopard feels a little more quiet to me - in contrast to Jaguar working in the

shadows - them being in the shadows and in service in a lot of ways folks don’t
fully conceive of or understand

○ They do enjoy their anonymity a little bit - challenges of being so beautiful but not
wanting anyone to be in your business

○ Different language of feeling and connection - more sensory and in feelings -
saying to use their spots and silhouettes to connect in with them and for medicine
in what we need and they might be able to help us with

○ Don’t claim to have it all figured out but are adaptogenic
○ How to connect with balance - the way we health ourselves and achieve

equilibrium spiritually, emotionally, physically
■ Good to partner with for physical healing with a spiritual slant

○ I got lots of leading from the periphery vibes with them
○ Leave me be, in kindness is where I find my freedom and peace
○ Integrity, fluidity, flow, flexibility, resilience, shapeshifter, camouflage

● Snow Leopard
○ Keeping other parts of yourself warm with your tail (tail envy!)



○ Venerated by not necessarily respected in the same amount - interesting thread
in anyone called Leopard with them preferring to be a bit more working behind
the scenes

■ Snow Leopard cultivating some of the harshest places in our planet
○ We are a nice predator - I do it because it is what needs to be done
○ Always bringing generosity into endings
○ Very yin in a quite yang big cat world
○ Showing us the image of the grim reaper - leopard says someone has to do it

and step in and oftentimes it takes the strongest to be at an ending
○ You may feel vulnerable, tired, fatigued, overwhelmed, you are the strongest

because you are okay with the ending - you are helping people and souls
transition to where they need to be whether an ending within a life or at soul time
transition

○ You can feel all of the lineages connected with Snow Leopard too - those ancient
lines and lands

○ We’re not the ghost of a mountain, but it’s soul
○ Communicates in scents (like Inuit)
○ Grounding and anchoring energies with the Mineral Kingdom. Working behind

the scenes, rejuvenation of solitude, encourages deep listening, innerward and
cosmically

○ Connected with the mountain people

Other Species who attend & messages
● Connections between Lions, Elephants and the Whales maintaining the grids and

supporting everyone
● Bee Energy came through with Tiger
● All of those who sustain them:

○ Zebra
○ Water Buffalo
○ All native deer species
○ Antelope
○ Capybara
○ Giant anteaters
○ Deer
○ Caiman
○ Fish
○ Jackal
○ Young Cheetahs
○ Sheep
○ Goats
○ Ibex
○ Small rodent folks



Landscapes & regions who make an appearance & takeaways/messages:
● Africa, Sub Saharan Africa
● South Africa
● Johannesburg
● Asia
● India
● Sumatra
● Siberia
● Tibet
● Himalayas
● Belize
● Venezuela
● Florida
● South America
● Grasslands
● Swamps
● Tropical Forests
● Ancient Mountains
● Galapagos

—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

JHT Synthesization Section (post-gathering) - Completed 8/27/23 (day of!)

Highlights:
★ A couple of folks rhythms changed when preparing sacred content for this gathering -

staying up late into the nights, taking cat naps during the day
★ Their bravery and their groundedness - how actually very brave it is to be grounded in

this world
★ Bring ourselves back into A-lion-ment!
★ How much our ‘domestic’ cats connect us to these big ones still living in the wild - and

discovering which big cat energy they carry the most of!

Themes, supporting messages, all the details:

OVERALL
➔ Waiting in the Wings

◆ How they are always there waiting, lurking, there to catch you
● They hold so much down for us, energetically, acting as life bumpers, not

letting us get too far off course
● Tiger says - “For every time you see me, I have seen you 10 times!”

➔ Confidence Bringers & Strength Restorers



◆ Big theme of them coming to folks in both life and dreamtime at hard moments in
life - imparting strength and confidence

● Spirit of Tiger and Dream Partner - healing past wounds and trauma and
instilling confidence in those spaces

● Whenever big stuff was up the lions would come to me in my dreams and
I’d always feel safe

● Profound way big cats have shown up for me - last year in a relationship
that wasn’t great, White Lions came in and talked to me about strength
and finding my inner fire and inner voice

● When I’m really struggling in life I change the background of my phone to
Jaguar or Panther or something like that and they make me feel braver

➔ Elder & Parenting
◆ The infamous spirit of cat dads stepping in

● Filling in parenting and eldering gaps for human folks
◆ Re-teaching us to really listen deeply and to listen well

➔ Connection to Land
◆ Deep connection to land these ones have, and how the landscapes came

through even in the soundscape
● The return of the foot of these ones to lands they are in connection with is

a message to the land that things are on the way to being restored
➔ Finding Balance

◆ Making sure that the joy is there because in nature there is always joy.
● So when the heavy comes in, find and remember the joy in your life and

that will give you the strength

TIGER
➔ Individuality

◆ Tiger reminds us to be who we are - permission and necessity in being who we
are first

◆ Carry and ask for respect
➔ Strengthening & Sensing

◆ Actual strength training and exercise - strong movements each day is important
● All while decreasing the unnecessary resistance

◆ Take in the sensory aspects of life
● Breathe in life, color, vibrancy
● Keep wits about you - stay in curiosity

◆ Strengthen your communities together
● Build collective strength
● Capitalize on group resources
● Collect yourselves up!
● Bee energy here too!

◆ Assertive and setting of boundaries
● Helps us to cut through energies



◆ Connection to sensuality
➔ Right Sizing & Relationship

◆ Expanding our ideas of worth, worthwhileness, self perception, relationship to
other people and ideas

LION
➔ Cosmic Energies

◆ Star and Cosmic connections
● Christ-like energy - unconditional love of this
● Lioness specifically connecting us to the constellations giving us sapphire

and gold
◆ White Lions specifically - very connected to a few attendees

● Serve as trusted guides, mentors, and star/cosmic ambassadors of these
times

◆ Teach the wild wisdom of the heart
● You listening to the nudges of your heart is a wild act
● Accumulate wild acts you can string together to put pieces of yourself

back together
● The heart is our way out of captivity with each other and ourselves
● Fill your head with your heart!

➔ Power & Strength
◆ Connects us to our own strength

● Give me strength and power and taught me about Pride
● Remind me of my own strength and power and magnificence
● Fills in areas we weren’t supported in the ways that we needed

◆ Gatekeeper, holding profound crown energy
● Overarching Leo energy - sun - golden rays

➔ Collaborative Nature
◆ We hunt together, eat together, make community with each other

■ Lift each other, support each other
■ The power of love in all decisions and actions

JAGUAR
➔ Death, Transition, Shadow

◆ Jaguar shows up so frequently is relation to transition, shadow, death
● Bagheera’s presence (huge rite of passage transition) - and big cat

connection to story, myth, fable, fame
● Mystery, allowing, unfolding, bringing forth from the void, raw(r) energy,

creation, rebirth
● Powers to navigate the shadowy realm

◆ Death is succeeded by Jaguar who comes after we die - representing Earth



● Teach us that the idea of separation of any kind is an illusion
● Master Digesters

➔ Solitary Socialites
◆ We are solitary but also form coalitions, share with each other each other, would

rather avoid a fight, and are loving and nurturing toward our own
◆ Show up as guides for us often as individuals

● Frequently in the wings with us, doing the work
◆ Integrating feline wisdom into socialized spaces

➔ Sight and Vision
◆ Help us to see in the darkness and beyond dark moment

● Even in certain reflections if I’m black you can see my spots -
demystifying, reconceptualizing especially in relation to transition and
death. We are critically in need of a reconception

◆ Tearing down to reconceive
● I’ll take it to the chopping block - I’m okay with cutting those ideas in half

and being more assertive about those things
➔ Generosity

◆ Impact and reach they have for folks in North America, especially those trying to
deepen on spiritual path

◆ Investing in us living into our purpose
● You are safe and protected in these missions
● See and feel purpose and where we derive purpose from

➔ Authenticity
◆ Stay authentic and connect from the heart

LEOPARD
➔ Solitary in Community

◆ They are solitary ones, who like their space, but they still keep in touch
➔ Connection & Partnership with Land

◆ How uniquely they feel groomed and inspired by their landscape
● A true product of their ecosystems

◆ Boundary Setters - inherent understanding of how to secure their perimeter
➔ Energy Bringers & Physical Healers

◆ High energetic eruptions and curious to a fault
● Masters of stealth with childlike hearts and respectful coexistence

◆ Different language of feeling and connection - more sensory and in feelings
● Teaching us to use their spots and silhouettes to connect in with them and

for medicine in what we need and they might be able to help us with
◆ They are highly adaptogenic and can show us medicine related to this



● They can show us how to connect with balance - the way we pursue
health ourselves and achieve equilibrium spiritually, emotionally,
physically

○ Good to partner with for physical healing with a spiritual slant
➔ Behind the Scenes

◆ Live a bit further in the shadows and are in service in a lot of ways folks don’t fully
conceive of or understand

● They do enjoy their anonymity a little bit - challenges of being so beautiful
but not wanting anyone to be in your business

◆ Excel at and can teach us about
● Shapeshifting & camouflage

SNOW LEOPARD
➔ Peripheral

◆ Leader from the edges
● Like to work behind the scenes
● Choose when, how when they are ready to be seen
● Desire to be fully seen for who and what and how they are, versus what

they represent to people
◆ Docile and uninterested in physical human contact - sightings are rare on

purpose :)
◆ Bring a yin energy into the yang cat world

● Rejuvenates with solitude (sign of the truest of introverts)
◆ They teach us the quiet skills

● Deep listening, innerward and cosmically
➔ Perseverance

◆ They cultivate some of the harshest places in our planet
● They carry and teach tenacity along with patience

➔ Generous Bringer of Endings
◆ The kindest grim reaper

● Does what must be done, with profound amounts of generosity - points
out the generosity they bring to endings

◆ Incredible amounts of strength and tenacity
● It takes the strongest to be at an ending, of all kinds
● You may feel vulnerable, tired, fatigued, overwhelmed, you are the

strongest because you are okay with the ending - you are helping people
and souls transition to where they need to be whether an ending within a
life or at soul time transition

➔ Ancient Ones
◆ Ancient lineage connections with very old lines and lands

● We’re not the ghost of a mountain, but it’s soul
◆ Grounding and anchoring energies with the Mineral Beings
◆ Deeply connected with the Mountain People



—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Additional notes folks send over!
–
–
ORIGINAL MEETING DESCRIPTION:
Interspecies Roundtable feat. Panthera - Sunday, 8/27/23 at 10 am PT/1 pm ET

Simply put, the Interspecies Roundtable is a gathering. Hosted by us humans and populated by
a different species and their ambassadors each meeting. An opportunity for curious folk to pull
up a seat around the table and stay awhile. A place for relationship building, a real ‘get to know
ya’ kinda space. A detour from the cultural conversation that views animals as anything less
than kin. To remember/restore invaluable interspecies relationships and symbiotic alliances,
especially between humankind and particular animals. As we all find ourselves thoughtfully
woven into the fabric of earth.

For now our intention is to connect with the animal kingdom, although who they are in
relationship with are welcome: from flora to fauna to element, ancestor and beyond. Everyone
joins with their expertise/experience so we may all bask in something bigger than the sum of our
parts. Each participant brings their unique skills, body, biology, atmosphere, ecosystem, lens,
medicine, relationships and stories to the space.

More specifically, the 'Roundtable' is both informal and intentional; an interdisciplinary,
interspecies and symbiotic approach to becoming more acquainted with species with whom we
share a world. Within this space of deep listening, we will be translating reflections/requests
from animal guests while also learning ourselves how to align more elegantly with our
landscapes, discovering joyful purpose there. To pause, take note and recall a shared
mythology. Each meeting will also produce something tangible: biological information, meeting
minutes, channeled sound, archived themes, participant reflections, inspired art, a recording
and potential calls to action. Although the emphasis is not on the product, but on building a
legacy of interspecies community and friendship.

No prior animal communication experience is required to attend. You are welcome to be an
observer or dive in with us by sharing your unique gifts and communications. This is even an
opportunity to expand your human and animal communication capacities in such a supportive
nest. All preparations are handled by founding members of the group. And if you feel inspired to
offer something to the space (i.e. scribe, artist, etc.), don’t hesitate to reach out!

The backstory:

‘Interspecies Roundtable’ has been gestating since 2020. You might have heard whispers about
it at other Fauna Speak events. Reading this right now might awaken a desire for connection
within yourself. I spent two years co-visioning it up in my heart with the animals, waiting for just
the right time ripe with human collaboration. I am so excited to witness this dream breathe and
move amongst us!



My whole life I have craved a kinder world that considered our fellow earth dwellers. It is quite
easy to feel despair on our planet, to experience helplessness in relation to human apathy,
habitat loss and dwindling biodiversity. The animals have certainly been keeping my chin up
about all these things, kindly suggesting how to navigate the emotional and physical ripples
surrounding these phenomena. It surely takes patient fortitude to learn the systems of our
earthen home and find appropriate ways to be in relationship with them. I have infinite gratitude
to the interrealm and animal elders who continue to support and inspire my journey.

As humans return to a role of stewardship and deep kinship with all of life, I was inspired to
curate a space that fosters clear communication, connection and reciprocal sovereignty. To
create something that not only impacts participants, but can also be shared with folks in the
future who hope to learn more about a particular species. To open doors for a wider population
of humans interested in these realms of relating.

This Interspecies Roundtable invites PANTHERA (Leopard, Lion, Jaguar, Snow
Leopard, Tiger) to join us on Sunday, August 27th, 2023. Does this event or species
guest particularly resonate with you? Join us at the table at the hearth of hearts that
is the world’s largest cats. Understanding them both physically and energetically, as
well as how we can support them while uncovering the innumerable ways their
unique contributions support our world and make it such a beautiful place to dwell.

Make animal friends and human ones when you pull up a seat at the table. We meet six times a
year, join anytime!

From this page you can book as a participant, observing participant, or contributing supporter.
As a contributing supporter, you can invest in the legacy of this project even if you choose not to
attend the gatherings.

Email me if you would like to contribute to the Interspecies Roundtable from your unique skill set
of gifts: faunaspeak@gmail.com

Future gatherings are listed on my ‘Events’ page

https://www.faunaspeak.com/events

